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Sales Campaign

Second Air Raid
Practice

Started
by jtfaran*ado
Vol. 36

Drilll to Be Held

Surprise Air
Raid Drill
to Be Given

STARTS SALE

First Test Satisfactory;
Minor Rev^ion Needed

if

[

Baron Arrives
on Campus
Monday
Special Assembly Held
Next Tuesday

College of Pacific air wardens
and their drill committee have
Stated recently that students can
anticipate another air raid drill
in the near future. Students will
participate in this drill in the
same manner as in the previous,
Naranjado Manager TOM
but they will not be warned
BOWK
has set next Wednesday
ahead of time. Notification will
be handled as before, with the as the opening day of year book
ringing of the bells; the siren is sales.
to be used only in time of actual
danger.

Arriving in Stockton next Mon
day morning Baron Haul d'Estournelles de Constant will visit
the college, speak at an assembly
and attend various classes for
three days.

Campus Is Host
to Tournament
BARROWS TO
LECTURE

Monday evening at 8:00,
Major General David Bar
rows will lecture from the
stage of the Pacific Little
Theatre on' "The War in
the Philippines."
Barrow's speech will be
based on the many years'
experience that he has had
in the Far East theater of
war. He was in the service
of the Filipino government
for nine years. He is now
professor of political science
at the University of Cali
fornia.
Barrows is the third speak
er in the current lecture
series; he replaces News
Commentator William Win
ter, whose lecture tour was
canceled.

TENTATIVE PLANS
His schedule is still somewhat
indefinite. It has tentatively been
outlined as follows: Speak at a
special assembly on Tuesday at
f.
10:45; visit classes in "Europe
SHELTER STRESSED
and Its Peoples," "French Civili
zation," "French Novel," "French
Dr. C. Howard Hopkins, chair
Diction" and "Creative Writing."
; man of the committee, was satis ^ A l
during
any one of the three days.
fied with the student reaction
The Baron will be available
but stressed a point that should
for small group conversations
be noted in the future. He said
and
luncheons. Each evening, be
that there was some confusion
Sales for the 1942 Naranjado ginning Monday with the honor
? concerning pledges of sorority
CO-CHAIRMAN
and fraternity houses who reside will begin, next Wednesday and ary modern language society Phi
Sigma
Gamma,
some
organiza
in another living group on the continue through Friday in the
- campus Even though they are main hall of the administration tion will entertain him at dinner.
affiliated with a house, they building from 10 a. m. until 2 ON LEAVE
should report to the quarters in
p. m.
Baron de Constant comes here
: which they are living at present.
The books will be sold on a de from Hollywood where he has
Another point mentioned was
that the sand bags and shovels ferred payment plan; pay one been preparing movie scripts.
were being used in' some cases dollar down and the balance on He is on leave from Rollins Col
lege where he had served as pro
' for purposes other than those in- receipt of the book. The price
fessor of French civilization
s. tended. He pointed out that they
since 1933.
would have to be replaced and will be two dollars with student
that in the future they must be body cards for both semesters;
|left in their appointed positions. three dollars with one student
body card and four dollars with CARD SALES
KKCOGNITION FOE MEN
no card.
HIT LOW
Both the Junior and Senior
Students wishing to be assured
colleges are considering service
PSA sales have hit a new low;
of an annual should make their
•;
or banners. Committees
only six hundred cards have been
|have been chosen to look into down payments early as there sold!
F 'be matter more carefully and will only be as many books ord Student Body President Bob
select the best way by which to ered as there are down pay Monagan held a meeting with
honor the college men now in ments. Last year many students the Ex Committee and it was an
service.
nounced that unless sales pick
e Fbr the information of living had to be turned away because up in the next few days student
S- organizations on campus, Earn- there were not 'enough books.
activities will have to suffer.
The yearbook should be of par
S. Spafford at Edison High
Students who wish a card but
001 in Stockton is lending a
|
f;,
ticular interest this year because who are unable to afford one
TOM FERRARI is proceeding
gf m strip dealing with bombs, many of the students who have may work for it on a deferred
on
work for the Mardi Gras. He
construction and action to had to leave school for the gov payment plan. Further informa
T
replaced
Clint Ward recently as
1
aken by individuals to insure ernment service will have their tion on this can be attained at
sifety.
co-chairman with Betty Behney.
pictures in it.
the PSA office.
i
f-

NARANJADO
COMMENCE

'Will Shakespeare' Has Unique Sets;
Premiere Opening Slated Friday

Dining
Scene
PSA

A cast under the direction of^Miss Cornell will be enacted here^speare, who found his beloved
Mary and Marlowe together in a
DeMarcus Brown will come be by Jane O'Connor.
secluded tavern room. It is a
fore Little Theatre audiences on SCENE OF PLAY
As the curtains part, Shake contended fact among literary
ciari!f first; •Pac^'c Student Asso- the evenings of February 20, 21,
-.W-t°n tIancc °*
spring se 27 and 28 in Clemence Dane's speare's home at Stratford in experts that had Marlowe lived,
heM in the dining play, "Will Shakespeare." This Avon is seen where he lives -with he would have been as great or
lla'it
13' f on'Rht, Friday, February show, leading production of the his wife Ann. These two roles even greater than Shakespeare
wiii tf°rn p until 1, Herm Sapiro season, takes the place of the will be played by Tony Reid and in the literary realm
The fourth and last act may be
!.,e .urnisfl the music. Marge regular seasonal Shakespeare of> Barbara Baxley. The highlight
of this act is Will's quarrel with summed up in Shakespeare's
thj . „s tbe social chairman of ferince.
. ~js a"nual affair.
Ann after he learns that she has quotation from the final scene,
SPECIAL SETS
chair,^icQoud., decorations
A "space set" will be used tricked him into marrying her. "The end is not yet and yet the
theme an'- anr>ounee£ that the throughout the entire show to He discovers her deception only end is mine for I know what I
111 ^ Valentines
with
Day depict the scenery of Shake when he is about to leave home, am and what I do at last."
Th- ei ence to the date—lucky speare's time. To add variety having been persuaded to do so FINALE
Shakespeare experienced the
large u!f w111 he printed on a without a change of set, the view by Henslow, actor-manager and
heartbreak and sorrow foretold
cr-T wil.f
There will be stream- ing angle other minor aspects friend of his.
fr°m th ^
smaller hearts hung as various other minor aspects
In the second act, ten years by Ann before he left her with
lapse
before the curtain rises to little or no love in his heart. He
Ceiline
on
the
stage.
As
the
curtain
is
Patron, and '
be
patronesses will opened a false prosenium arch reveal a room in the palace of realizes that had he stayed with
Mr. ' a"d Mrs. Robert Fenix, will come into view. This has Queen Elizabeth in London. Dur his wife he might have been hap
bti'fs R ( ^s. Martin Gulick and been given the name Tudor ing the ten years Shakespeare py. The play closes with the idea
arch, the pattern or which may has met and fallen in love with that Shakespeare will return to
Admk -ah Watscmb°dy car^015
he by student be seen in practically all of the Mary Fitton, but Mary loves only Straton in Avon to Ann.
or'ly, one a couple.
"Will Shakespeare" is the third
architecture here on the campus. c o u r t l i f e a n d s t r i v e s f o r t h e f a 
A form of this arch was used in vor of the Queen. It was while major production of the current
several of the Romeo and Juliet he was in London that Shake season. Hal Rogers' musical,
V
speare conceived the idea for "Sing a New Song," will be the
scenes last year.
Beautiful costumes, some of "Romeo and Juliet," reputedly fourth play on the upstairs stage.
It will feature the singing of
Ofti^terciay's holiday was In which were used in the' New one of his greatest plays.
Marge Lee and Ben Hamm; the
York production of "Will Shake THIRD ACT
The highlight of the third act dancing by Betty Hackett, Jack
speare" in which Katherine Cor
on nell starred, have been rented is the accidental death of Kit Holmes and Ralph Wright; the
from Golstein costumers in San Marlowe while engaged in a hand acting of Sally Rinehart and
•
Francisco. The part played by to hand fight with jealous Shake- Fred Holden,

nice

^CATIGN
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Annual Speech
Contest Begins
The Sixth Annual Invitational
Speech Tournament for Junior
Colleges and lower divisions of
senior colleges started last night
and will conclude tomorrow
night.
This tournament, originated in
1937, is designed to give lower
division students an opportunity
to compete in speech events of
their own level.
OPENING CONTESTS
The tourney opens this morn
ing at 9 o'clock with round one
of the oratory, radio speaking,
drawing and extemp. Each speak
er in radio speaking must read
a two minute original script to
introduce a musical program, a
sports program or a* "house
wife's" hour; read a news flash
and present an extemporanious
talk. Local participants are Elea
nor Powell and Milton Valentine.
The impromptu, which begins
at 10:15 will have Aimee Arbois,
Ardios Sibole, Emma Mae Pris
ing, Edward Hannay, Dick Pederson, Milton Valentine and
Eleanor Powell competing.
Participating in other events
are Herb Witt, Carl Baldwin,
Pearl Steiner, Francis Mackey,
and Eugene Egbert.
AWARDS
Awards will be defense stamps.
The entire theme of the tourna
ment is "Victory." There will
also be four sweepstakes cups
for men and women in the lower
division of senior college and
men and women in junior col
lege. These awards will be pre
sented to winners of first and
second places in all the contests.
Points towards the cups will also
be awarded in all contests.

Committees
Chosen for
Mardi Gras
Plans are being made for the
annual Mardi Gras which will be
given March 20. Co-chairman
Betty Behney and Tom Ferrari
have announced committee heads:
publicity, Jean Beaton and Bill
Hunefeld; queen, Gene Harter;
music, A1 Trobbe and Dexter
May hood; bids, Scott Beatie; fi
nance, Ed Fay; refreshments, Bet-,
ty Morrison; checking, Tom
Bowe; costumes, Pearl Steiner;
chaperones, Aimee Arbios; judge,
Inga Friedman; guards and
doorman, Ben Hamm; invitations,
Sarah Frances Ahearn; prizes,
Frank Bessac and post-dance,
Martin Locke.
The decoration committee has
not been announced yet and the
sub-committees have not been ap
pointed. However, a complete
list will appear in a latter issue
of the Weekly.
The queen contest will begin
next week and the theme will
be unannounced. It is to be a
complete surprise.

French Movie
Professor M. Ruth Smith of
the foreign- language depart
ment is bringing a French film,
"Marie Chapdelaine," to the Pa
cific campus Monday, February
23. The picture will be shown in
the photography room in the Sci
ence building at 8 p. m.
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z irst

Student
Recital to Be
^resented

Lincoln, U.S.A.
Yesterday ultra-patriotic California schools cele
brated a long neglected Lincoln holiday. With war
eloser to the Pacific Coast than in many decades, chil
dren and adults have a keener insight into the strug
gles the Great Emancipator must have surmounted in
his quest for a greater country.
Historians tell us that Lincoln was the one man in
the nation at that time who might have successfully
pursued a war against the deeply-ingrained southern
slave owners.
His fearless determination to fight
through to a finish was surpassed only by his kindliness
and attention to meticulous detail.
Upon his death the entire reconstruction program
deteriorated into a mass swindle of an entire^ area.
Even those with Lincoln's ideals, but sadly lacking^ in
his great determination and influence over enemies,
were unable to cope with the numerous post-war diffi
culties.
The parallel between the Civil War period and the
present world conflict is in the extent. Instead of one
man—Abraham Lincoln—standing head and shoulders
above the rest, we have one country—the United
States—showing the way for the civilized world.
That's our country today—a nation free from the
devastating results of -war, and yet a state strong
enough to free the rest of the world of its enforced
slavery.
There'll always be a Lincoln's birthday; there H
always be a free America.

No Pictures
Along with the spending curtailment of everything
else, it seems that tentative PSA budget plans will
slice the WEEKLY allotment to a bare operation mini
mum. •
Hardest hit will be the use of new pictures, engrav
ings. This pictorial branch is an important supplement
of journalism; indeed, some newspapers reverse the
process—their news stories are subservient to the illus
trations. Most recognize that pictures, regardless of the
exent of their use, "dress up" news pages, but because
of the comparativevly high cost they remain a near
luxury.
Campus assistance to this curtailment, which threat
ens to limit illustrative material to an absurd maximum
of a new cartoon and a single-column picture per issue,
is possible. Most College organizations find it possible
to make engravings suitable for many different publica
tions.
This is the only solution at present: pictures in mat
form or zinc engravings furnished by administrative
and student groups.

Reprieve
Displaying the typical indecisiveness of her sex,
Dame Nature last week tired of blustering, turned off
the faucets and placed a flaming sun in the tsky.
This, and the new up-an-hour-earler war time (nee
daylight savingQ, has been giving students a springweather teaser. It is almost certain, however, that re
version will soon be made to weather more typically
winter. Spring sports participants and other students
are taking fullest advantage of this reprieve.

IRVINE SPRAGUE
BOB CONAWAY
Manager
Editor
I
Phone 8-8710
Phone 9-9121
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
•March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924

1941
Member
1942
Ptssociated GolIe6iate Press

STAFF
NEWS: Editor—Jeanne Dagg.
Head Proof-reader—Mary Yamashita.
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Jeanne Dagg, Frances Bocek.
Music Critic—Bill Ramsey.
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Morrison.
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Toomay.
Womens Sports—Jacqueline Judge.
Reporters—Dick Barkle, LeRoy Chrisman, Daren McGavren.
CARTOONS: George Akimoto.

One Man, Seven Ladies
Share Program Honor
With the budding flowers 0{
spring, we bid welcome to tht
budding artists who perform in
the student recitals each year.
Next Tuesday evening, February
17, at 8:15 p. m., one young man
will share the honors with seven
young ladies. Katherine Mar
shall, Eleanor Bertkau and Mary
Lou Cameron will appear jn
varying piano literature; Nora
Maehara, Dolores Rendon, and
Carol Duttle will furnish the vo.
cal examples; and Betty Jean
Eberhardt will "string" along
with Richard Robinson in the
Strada-varieties. The program is
as follows:
I
Sonata, Opus 14, No. 1
Beethoven

Allegro
Allegretto
Allegro commodo
Katherine Marshall
II
Se hi m'ami, se sospiri
Pergolesi
'A Vucchella
Tostl
Stride la vampa* (II Trovatore)
Verdi
Nora Maehara
Jeanne Baker at the piano
III
Mazurka
MlynarsM
By BARBARA ORR
Richard Robinson
Two former San Jose State
Marian Sill at the piano
football players are giving the
IV
instructors at the Marine Corp Italian Concerto (First Move
By Bid. RAMSEY
training station in San Diego
ment)
Back
Eleanore Bertkau
Ye Olde Halle of Anderson considerable trouble. The reason
V
housed the initiation ceremonies is that the boys are identical
Straus
of Phi Mu Alpha last Saturday twins. An. added confusion is that Voci di Primavera
Bach-Gounod
evening. Witnessing the occasion the likeness doesn't end with Ave Maria
The Maids of Cadiz
Delibes
were five officers and members
Dolores Rendon
of the newly-installed Fresno their physical appearance, as it
Marian Sill atthe piano
State College chapter with their is reported that both have equal
VI
faculty advisor and organizer, ability in their training chores.
Nocturne in D Flat .... Debussy
Professor Vern Delaney. Seven
A business man, asked to say Gavotte and Musette.... d'Albert
men took their final step into ac
Mary Lou Cameron
tive membership in the Pacific grace and being unaccustomed to
vn
the ceremony, said "Dear Lord,
chapter.
we are in receipt of your kind Indian Lament, Dvorak-Kreisier
505,111
Pacific's loss is Uncle Sam's favors of recent date and wish The Bee
Betty Jean Eberhardt
gain as Euvelle Enderlin leaves to thank you. We hope to merit
Marian Sill at the piano.
for the service. "Mike" as he was your continued patronage and
.
VIII
better known, has been active courtesy."
The Almighty
Schubert
in the band, in the Little Theatre
Wolf
The freshman class at Cal suf Iris
Orchestra and was co-producer
. Greig
of Pacific Musicale with George fered a severe setback recently. My Johann
Hyde last semester. Another star The reason for this calamity was Pace, pace (Forza del destino)
Verdi
will be added to the service flag that the class lost all of its offi
Carol Duttle
and another man for Uncle Sam. cers because of grade point defi
cieneies.
Lois Long at the piano
John Dennis has returned to
And then there was the fellow ANNOUNCEMENTS
school after several week's ill
February 24 — Second Student
who
took three grains of aspirin
ness. We all say, "Welcome home,
John." He will join Ernie Far and a pinch of insect powder, Recital.
March 4—PERCY GRAINGER
mer in the production of Pacific because he had such a lousy
with the Conservatory Orchestraheadache.
Musicale each Wednesday after
noon at three.
Professor H Vance White, hea
Each year down at San Jose
of the metallurgy department «
Prof. Bodley's A Cappella Choir State the Spartan Knights, cam
an eastern college, has discover
inaugurated the Pacific Musicale pus service fraternity, work
ed
an alloy that softens as 1
most
of
one
night
painting
the
program for the new semester.
grows
old. It is a combination ®
With all due respect to the great parking lines all around Wash
lead with a small quantity of •>
ington
Square.
classical composers, the choir
members were privileged to delve
University of Texas has bee
The University of Chicago,
into the contemporary literature
presented with scripts, model se
long
famous
for
its
long
string
of popular music for a taste of
costume designs and other PJJ
"Begin the Beguine." The choir of poor football teams, has a new duction materials used by N ^
record.
They
have
lost
25
straight
still is as popular as ever, no
in the recent motion picture,
matter what the program pre league basketball games.
M. Pulham, Esq."
sented. You can count on in
A
special
course
in
sorority
spired singing from that group.
house management is now being
The Carnegie Set will soon be offered by the home economics
back to normal in periods of department of the University of
music for those spare minutes. Nevada.
This course is designed for
Toshio Kaneda will take the
place of Gene Lancelle in shar house mothers and house mana
ing the turn table honors with gers, the classes being devoted
UNITEP
to ways and means for more ef
Forrest Honnold.
STATEj
ficient house management.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

Collegiana

The University of Michigan
Evidently the professors at
Arts
College established the first Fresno State feel that college
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Jonte.
chair of the science and art of students lack manners, because
teaching in the United States.
two of the faculty have written
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
a new book entitled "If You
Draft boards recently granted Please.''
The new volume is described as
deferment
for 986 University of
Printed weekly by the Stockton Shopping News, 321 North Call
a book of manners for young
Minnesota
students
and
faculty
iornia Street; phone 5-5655. Campus offices in room 311 of the
moderns.
members.
Administration Building; phone, 9-9121.

.VICTORY

BUY

defense

/

Summer Session
Faculty Named

Roge
Show
Set " r
March 13

AT THE TOP OF THE LIST

Short Post Period Will
Be Held at Lake Tahoe
and

Lee, Hamm Share
Singing Roles

S u m m e r sessions will begin June 24 at 7:00 a. m.
continue for five weeks, announced Dr. Jantzen,.

Dean of the summer sessions.

Each class period has been lengthened to meet the
time requirements.
The number of credits allowed*
—
for each course is determined on pating auditors will be charged
the basis that twenty-five college five dollars a course.
recitation periods of sixty min
utes each, together with two RECREATION
hours of out-of class preparation
An opportunity to combine
for each class period, earn two study with recreation will be of
units of credits.
fered to students and teachers at
a short post session, held at
CREDIT
Zephyr Point, Lake Tahoe. A
Credit for summer school carefully chosen faculty will con
courses may be applied toward duct classes in Biology, Educa
a College of Pacific degree, sub tion, History, and Political Sci
ject to the general regulations ence. Students may register for
governing that degree, provided two courses.
Professors to conduct courses
the student has qualified the en
trance requirements of this in are: Alden E. Noble, Professor of
Zoology; J. Marc Jantzen, Pro
stitution.
fessor of Education; Dr. Werner,
Provisions have been made for Professor of History; and Erford
Junior College students and high A. McAllister, of the visiting
school seniors to enroll in sum faculty.
mer sessions. The regular tuition
fee of five dollars per unit will BULLETINS
be charged. This includes audi
Summer session bulletins are
tors who wish to participate in now available in Dr. Jantzen's
laboratory courses. Non-partici- office.

Form DSS 226
—From the Richmond

Timsa-Lhspatch.

CO-EDS SEEK WORK
IN CIVILIAN DEFENSE

The opening date of "Sing a
Song," the latest musical com
edy of Hal Rogers, has been
definitely set for March 13 in the
Little Theatre. Repeat showings
will be staged on March 14, 19
and 21. No performance will be
given on the twentieth because
of the Mardi Gras.
CAST
Marge Lee and Ben Hamm,
both prominent in campus musi
cal circles, will share the sing
ing honors. Sally Rinehart and
Fred Holden will head the cast
of actors which includes Gail
Scheere, Bud Stefan, Marcellyn
Battilana, Lillian Kahan and Lelia Ruggerie.
Others in the extravaganza in
clude dancers Jack Holmes, Bet
ty Hackett and Ralph Wright. A
dancing chorus will also perform,
SETS, COSTUMES
Ultra-modern sets have been de
signed by De Marcus Brown.
There will probably be a dozen
different ones. The costuming is
also "out of the ordinary."
The musical, Rogers' fourth,
will have a San Francisco back| ground. Its general theme has
| been summed up by the author
| as "what might have been, but
j never was."
| Rehearsals started this week
| and will continue until the play
I is staged.

During the two months that,^ learn first aid, and perform many
the United States has been at other tasks. This is what they actually be very active. But the
ar co-eds have been taking report they are doing on cam figures are a good indication of
twice as much interest in helping puses of all sizes and types in the manner in which work is be
with volunteer civilian defense cluded in the coast-to-coast sam ing distributed in the colleges.
In many colleges, Surveys in
work as have the men of the na ple:
terviewers reported, defense cur
Men
Women
i
tion's colleges and universities.
ricula were to be established for
Knitting
24% | the spring semester, at which
A national poll of Student Opin
Learning first aid 3% 14
ion Surveys of America, com
time many more students were
Other Red Cross
pleted only last week, reveals
expected to begin work on war
s
work
,...
that—
courses.
Taking defense
Three out of every five col
"Have you been in a city when
courses
9
j there was a blackout?" Surveys
lege women say they are al
Air raid duty .... 2
interviewers also asked. The re
ready engaged in some kind of
Motor corps,
sults bring to light that only onevolunteer war work.
ambulance duty
1
fourth of American students, up
Less than three out of every
Helping U. S. O.
1
to the past week, has experienced
ten men—exclusive of those
Home defense
a blackout. Seventy-five per cent
who are in the services al
guard
1
! answered "no."
ready—say they are engaged
Other work
9
5
in defense duties.
NOTHING
40
74
(*Less than 1 per cent)
EFFECT ON MEN
jglf you want a job—
I Secretarial
The largest group of men who EFFORT BY STUDENTS
were participating were taking
Not included in the tabulation, J Civil Service
defense courses, although this of course, is the effort being • • Higher Accountancy
number, up to the last of Janu placed by many students in regu (Free employment service.
ary, amounted to only 9 per cent. lar curriculum studying courses
It may be that college men, most that may be regarded as directed
of whom are or soon will be sub toward the war effort—engineer
(Sinice '1896)
ject to the draft, have decided ing, medicine, physics, etc. The
that their military service is to effectiveness of work being done
School of Business
be their main contribution. Wom cannot easily be judged, for no
California at Weber
en on the other hand have turned doubt many students who an
Stockton
out by the thousands to knit, swered affirmatively may not anm

Humphrey's

Do You Want a

$800,000 Market ? ?
S'gn up today for your 1942 Naranjado—full this
®ar with new and attractive features. Sale starts
Wednesday.

Down
S

A. card

$4.00

Holder of P. S. A.
Card for One
Semester

Holders of P. S. A.
Cards for Two
Semester

$3.00

$2.00

Ask About Our
New Deferred Pavment Plan

±L

l

Students of the Stockton Junior College and the College of the Pacific spend
approximately this amount in in Stockton every year on—

• LIVING COSTS
* TRANSPORTATION
• CLOTHING
9 ENTERTAINMENT
The PACIFIC WEEKLY is the official paper of these students

For Information Dial 9-9121

±:
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FAST PACE
SET FOR
PLEDGES
The "booming pledges" of Rho
Lambda Phi will soon assume
the full responsibility of mem
bership; but not until they have
been made the most humble of
humble creatures. The entire
week of informal initiation will
begin on February 16 and con
tinue until February twentieth.
Jack Prouse, Dick Grahlman
and Bill Lunt are the members
who have been appointed in
charge of the occasion.
After having proved their true
Rhizite abilities, the formal initia
tion will be held at midnight on
February twenty-second.
Those who will be under the
thumb of their brothers for one
more week, only, are the follow
ing: Clifford Smythe, Don Huff,
William Hanson, Hector Hancock,
Thomas Phillips, Robert Bowe,
Vernon Workentin, Robert McKeegan, Darrel Hull, John Dinibulo, Russell Agnew, Charles
Lester, Warner Holden, and Rob
ert Lehman.

ON VALENTINE'S
DAY...
Remember
XJncle Sam, too!

<0

Also Give

U. S. DEFENSE

BONDS

STAMPS
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Girl's Dorm
Holds Getto-G ether
New and old girls gathered
for the first time at a general
house meeting in the Women's
Hall last Tuesday night
A. W. S. representatives Alice
Boyer and Rosemary Strader, ex
plained the new system for tak
ing specials; then house officers
and council members were intro
duced.
Pauline Davis wields the presi
dent's gavel this semester with
Kay Woodall, vice-president; lone
Anguin, secretary and Shirley
Wallace will count pennies. Coun
cil members, two from each
class are: seniors, Evelyn Gove;
Janet Summers; juniors, Marion
Combs, Dorothy Schmidt; so
phomores, Nanci West, Cora Rus
sell; freshmen, Priscilla Keefer,
Phyllis Bobba.
Business ' was interrupted by
loud noises and singing as three
girls, Bettie Barker, Lucille Whitaker and Bettie Witherspoon took
over the hall, playing the saxo
phone and piano and singing.
Highlight of the evening was
the blush on Bob Conaway's
face as he entered the meeting
amid the shrieks of variously
assorted pajama-clad girls.

Advanced First
Aid Class Starts
Students interested in becom
ing part of the first-aid detach
ment must have both a standard
and an advanced first aid certi
ficate. Anyone who has already
had the standard course and
wishes to take the advanced
training may start the course
Monday evening at 7 p. m.
This is a ten-hour course and
will be taught in the gymnasium
by Miss Ethel Mae Hill.

Bride Feted
by Sorority
Sisters
Mrs. Edward Denny (Lynn
Warner) was honored Tuesday
night at a pottery shower given
for her by two of her sorority
sisters of Epsilon Lambda Sig
ma, Miss Betty Orvis and Miss
Lucille Mcintosh, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Mcintosh
on Magnolia street
The marriage, which took place
May 18, was revealed recently at
an Epsilon dinner Guests who
were present were Misses Jac
queline Easby, Janet Lee Shephard, Phyllis Dodge, Barbara
Ferguson, Jane Dashiell, Katherine Maleolmson, Beverly Gard
ner, Betty Kingdon, Jolyn Ber
geron, Marilyn Kendrick, Rose
Ann Chatton, Katherine OConnor, Doris Boothe, Shirley Wisecarver, Marcella Dobrasin, Lois
Bugbee, Peggy Hurt and Marge
Thatcher

Valentine Theme
Predominates
Zetagathians
Friday evening, February 6,
Zetagatheans met for a formal
dinner in the S. C. A. building
for the purpose of combining in
stallation and initiation exercses.
A Valentine theme was the set
ting for the ceremonies and din
ner. Tiny red hearts and red
candy suckers were prominent
table decorations.
Spring semester officers are
Vera Rodoni, president; Kay
Saunders, vice-president; Connie
Yarbrough,
treasurer;
Grace
Frye, recording secretary; Rosa
lie Miller, corresponding secre
tary and Alice Hall, reporter
New members are Margueritha
Ball, Bettie Berlinger, Lillian
Fuisoki, Grace Frye, Evelyn
Gove, Genevieve Goss, Violet
Graves, Alice Hall, Carol Han
nah, Clotilda Harrold, Phyllis
Magnuson, Rosalie Miller, Erma
O'Connor, Genevieve Triplet and
Connie Yarbrough.
Attending the dinner and cere
monies were the club sponsors,
Miss Lorraine Knoles, Mrs. Potts,
Mrs. Brady, Miss Helen Danner
and Miss Nancy Toms; Zetagathean members and members of
the Alumni club.
Special guest of the evening
was Miss Beulah Watson. The
dinner was prepared and served
by the Mothers' club.
'While only 2 per cent of the
total United States population is
college trained, this group com
prises 86 per cent of listings in
the 1940-41 "Who's Who in Am
erica."

Future Rushees
Will Meet
Girl-members of the Paci
fic Student Association who
have completed one semester
of college, attained a grade
point of 1.00 and carry at
least twelve units of work,
are eligible for rushing. All
those interested should at
tend a meeting today at
4:15 in room 209, Adminis
tration building.

Dr. Eckert to
Address
Joint Meeting

Ed Fay
Heads
Archites
The
Archanian
Fraternity
elected Ed Fay president for the
spring semester at its last meet
ing of the fall term, held the
week before finals
Other
successful candidates
were Art Smith, vice president;
Harry Tremain, recording sec
retary; Paul Berger, correspond
ing secretary; Dick Schneider,
treasurer
Dave Early, historian; Bill
Hunefeld,. sergeant-at-arms; Leo
nard Mahler, flag custodian;
George Ford, bell custodian;
Charles Mokiao, chaplain and
Paul Craven, reporter
Roller skating as the guests
of retiring president Bill Hune
feld and a midnight snack fin
ished the evening

Fraternity Has
Nobility for
Guest of Honor
Phi Sigma Gamma, honorary
modern language fraternity of
the College of Pacific and the
Stockton Junior College, will
have a dinner next Monday eve
ning at 6:00 p. m. at the Clark
Hotel in honor of its initiates.
At the initiation ceremony
which will take place after the
dinner, the following will be re
ceived into the fraternity: Misses
Frances Williams, Helen Elise
Boehme, Beverly Heller, Aimee
Arbois, Marjory Mehl, Elvira
Giorgi, Barbara Dohrmann, Ma
rie Peletz, Marion Smith and
Mrs. Marie De Carli. The offi
cers presiding will be Ann Hodgkins, president; Gladys Hughes,
vice-president; Marie Canlis, sec
retary-treasurer; Irvng Fritz, his
torian.
Guests of honor will include
the Baron Paul dEstournelles de
Constant, who will be visiting on
the campus at this time; Dr. and
Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Dr. and
Mrs. Dwayne Orton, Dr. and
Mrs. Fred Farley.
Regular members in attend
ance will include Dr. and Mrs. F.
E. Steinhauser, Miss Ruth Smith,
Miss Helen Danner, Miss Elea
nor McCann, Dr. O'Bryan, Misses
Beth Marriott, Hughes, Canlis,
Hodgkins, Willa McDonald, Do
rothy Allen and Doris Bishberger, also Messrs. Curtis Marchant and Fritz.

Clubs Consolidate to
Discuss Problems
"Can We Have Civil Liberty
in War Time?" This subject, un
der the leadership of Dr. Ralp),
Eckert, will be discussed at the
joint meeting of the Cosmopoij.
tan Club and the Public Affair?
Forum which will be held at th(.
S. C. A.
The two phases to be consid
ered are the status of Japanese
Americans losing civil service
work in Sacramento and suspend
ing of teachers who are consci
entious objectors.
Nora Maehara of the Cosmo
politan Club and Dolora Galla
gher of the Public Affairs Forum
are the co-chairmen of the affair.
Assisting them are Steve Koricker, Sam Jones, Roy Teshima,
Skipper Yee, Nylon Jeung, Rose
Marie Johnson and Grayce Kaneda from the Cosmopolitan
Club; and Francis Mackey, Jackie
Judge, George Cohan, Marlys
Swenson, Betty Hellbaum and
Ruth West from the Public Af
fairs Forum.
Anyone interested is invited to
attend at 4:15 this Tuesday.

Sfudenf Teachers
Hold Association
Meeting
"What the Superintendent Ex
pects of the Beginning Teacher"
is the topic for consideration of
the local chapter of the Cali
fornia Student Teachers' Associa
tion at its next meeting. Thii
meeting will be held in Ander
son Social Hall next Wednesday
night, February 18, at 7:15 P. M.
Mr. T. W. Chapman, Assistant
Superintendent of Schools in Lodi
will be the speaker. Refresh
ments will be served.
This is another in a series of
interesting and helpful meetings
planned especially for student
teachers and other prospective
teachers. The meeting is open to
members, but there is still plenty
of time to become a member. In
terested persons should see Mrs
Marion O. Pease. Membership in
both local and state associations
entitles the holder to many bene
fits.

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Cusick, Mr
and Mrs. John Immel, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Norton, Mrs. Birdie C.
Learned, Mrs. A. Witt, Mrs. AM. Smith, Mrs. Varee Tully, M^Cyrus Trobbe, Mrs. E. Church,
The Mother's Club of Archania Dale S. Rose and Steve Little
entertained at a pot luck dinner
held in the fraternity house Mon
day evening.
Groceries
Informal discussions among
those not engaged in preparing
Poultry
the meal preceded the dinner,
Vegetables
which was served buffet style
Fruits
from the table, containing a cen
terpiece in the valentine motiff.
Meats
Attending were Mothers' Club
President, Ruth Hunefeld and
Mr. Hunefeld, Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Fay, Mr. and Mrs. Charles S.
AtMAnnan an<l (KIlIlCl
Rose, Mr. and Mrs. David H.
Smith, Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Blinn,

Alpha Kappa Phi
Mothers Hold
Pot Luck

Gaia-Delucthi

For Your Best Girl and Your Best Boy
Yoa Will Find a Valentine at

ROSE'S

PHARMACY

(THE IiEXALL STORE)

FRIEDBERGER'S
FeaturingTIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
SM Ka«* Main Street
JEWELERS

ASK FOR HAAS CANDY VALENTINE
BOXES IN ANY SIZE

***"

CI
to V" 1

On the Corner of Pacific and Wyandotte
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p^jfic Students Have
Special Radio Program
Trobbe and Mayhood Form Piano Team
f0 Enterta'n Listening Audiences

of you who have heard the antics on the
Those
of A1 Trobe and Dex Mayhood will agree that
ian0
the gojod luck recently afforded
-P _ certainly
J | > — • deserve
t f
tt>e- {or the two College of Pacific students have been
the01 their own program over station KWG at 4:30
^Wednesday afternoon.
•
ions and short of it is (not
1*
to their physical sta- Bacon Will
"'If that just a year ago A1
Srf Dex playing one day in Discourse
*Trson Hall, and thinking that
on 'Piano'
^ new discovery was quite
** he sat down on the piano
The story of the piano will be
& beside him to add his bit
given with all of its interest by
miniature "jam session."
5Lm that time on the team Professor Allan Bacon next Mon
twenty fingers on one day afternoon at 4:15 In room
*L has been going strong. 203 of the Conservatory. This will
W any evening you can not be a verbose expostulation
Aland Dex "beatin' it out," upon the fine technical points
the poor piano in Anderson of the modern clavichord, but
an interesting discourse pertain
Halladdition
to
playing ing to the history and develop
.jny of the popular tunes of ment of the instrument that has
become so popular.
^ day, they play several of
This informal presentation is
their own compositions, among
which is, "Tracy Junction." It open to all that would like to
be said that this number know more about the "instru
was their good luck "piece," for ment of many strings." It is not
Mr. Ross, the manager of sta designed for the music major
tion KWG heard them play this specifically, but planned for in
composition while they were terest to the whole student body.
guest artists on Miss Cleo The interest shown for this event
Brown's program. Cleo Brown will determine the road for any
future events which would paralIs the colored sensation of the
11 his adventure.
keyboard featured in a downtown
REMEMBER! Send in no box
Stockton club, and encourages
young hopefuls who are eager to tops. Buy no books. Just be pres
make a success in the musical ent Monday afternoon for some
"words of wisdom." It is the Pro
world.
fessor's fond wish that they do
ROBBE
Trobbe stands six feet five in not fall on barren ground.

his stocking feet. This is his
Ihird year here at Pacific and
Uncle Sam has his way, Trobbe's last. A1 is the son of the
musical director and band leader
Cy Trobbe, who may be heard
every morning as featured at
traction of the Breakfast Club.
He is a member of Alpha Kappa
Phi fraternity, having been
pledged last semester.
MAYHOOD

Welton Directs
Musical Play
The El Campanil Theater of
Antioch rang with the solos and
choruses of Planquette's "The
Chimes of Normandy' on Wed
nesday evening. Professor J. Hen
ry Welton directed this colorful
operetta, which was the result
of class work by the Antioch Ad
ult Education Group. Members
of the cast came from Pittsburg,
Brentwood and Concord as well
as Antioch.
This is Professor Welton's sec
ond year of work in Antioch. Gil
bert and Sullivan's "Pianaforee"
was presented in all its glory
last year.

Mayhood, a sophomore, and a
"ember of the Omega Phi fra|ernity
Rio Vista
j hies from
™re he has a band which he
ads from the piano for local
•a^es. Although he has spent
»°st of his life in small towns,
Yhood has been offered places
, bands up and down the
,, ®ut has refused so that he
1 remain in Stockton and
c°Hege as he
an kLmUC^ ou*
efore he joins the forces. Opportunities for
Be two fellows have been
L,
i°b of finding a band Dental Students
»ati
^booming Mardi Gras;
There are now openings for
a"d all they have quite a
pre-dental students who can quali
PSi schedule.
This is nIy
fy to be appointed to the Naval
lino t °
*be beginning of
Reserve, class H-V(P). Accepted
future
for
Dex
and
Al.
ilrv
students will receive provision
'•oild^keJ1'61! started and we al commissions as ensigns and
an
ear
on
their
nusic.
in accordance with the policy of
the Bureau of Medicine and Sur
**" 1
gery will not have to report for
tUtlent:
Htvpr,.l
body of Cornell active duty until completion of
one "genuine
^riean"'
, ncan» nCludes
T
their courses.
nan-r". ^oquois Indian
Additional material may be re
tla
ves
fies
''
°P 46 foreign
ceived from the commandant of
the naval district at San Diego

—Jeweler

' Pacific Avenue
R

AND CHARMS
VALENTINES

10®

P°AL

JfOOD

P}7®® OIL

HE BELONGS

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Office Will Be Held on
Campus for Students
February 14, 15 and 16 is "Kday" for men from the ages of
20 through 44. There is a regis
tration office on the campus for
the convenience of students in
Anderson Hall and at the Stock
ton Civic Auditorium.
Anyone wanting to chose the
branch of the service to enter
must make up his mind before
receiving notice of the second
physical examination. The first
one merely places the classifica
tion; the second one, the army
examination, is the most impor
tant.
Out-of-town men can give eith
He may not have any belt but lie's a member of the PSA. er their home address or their
And so must every candidate lor office hold a PSA card. And Stockton address on the regis
tration blank. The calling wilt
the voters, too.
be done from the town listed as
home.

Red Cross
Requests
Blood

Popeye FansAttention

K
i§°
^®AVEL

Stockton, California

Advertising Rates

"Give your blood and save a
life." This is the new plea the
American Red Cross is giving in
the national drive for volunteer
blood donors.
There is a great need for blood
transfusions in the present cri
sis and a blood bank has been
established in order to fill the
demand. Students over 21 years
of age are asked to register with
Miss Richards at the infirmary
The loss of one pint of blood,
the usual donation, is not harm
ful, nor-is it painful. The doctor
will inform students wishing to
donate whether they are in phy
sical condition to do so.
The blood will be removed
from the donor's arm, placed in
a sterile flask and treated in
such a way that the serum or
plasma, the life-giving part of
the blood, is separated from the
Eighty-seven per cent of co-eds
rest and frozen, dried or stored.
This may be administered to any in a recent survey replied that
injured person over a long pe sweaters and skirts are the back
bone of college wardrobes.
riod of time.

Office:
880 S. California

VALENl

PASTRIES

Petit Fors, French Fastrie*.
fakes Heart Shape Pnifrie*.
Meringue
Sheila,
etc.
We
advise you to order early.
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAY

Iji.Man iiwwa——

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

aWhere You Meet Everybody

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

WILLIAM HUNEFELD, Naranjado editor, is completing lay
out plans for this year's book;
photographers are rushing needed
pictures. See page one for full
details of the sales campaign.

"THE HOUSE OF GIFTS"

WELL WORTH WHILE
Our Valentine selection offers widest choice you
will ever see anywhere. More! It includes that one-ina hundred Valentine you have to find—and seldom do.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main A El Dorado.
Poplar & Yosemite.

Ph.
Ph.

1

Spinach debunkers of recent
years may soon learn that the
time for their own debunking is
at hand.
CALL
University of Texas scientists Irvine Sprague, Manager
have developed from fresh spin
8-8710 or 9-9121
ach a new and important vita
min, which may prove to be one
of the essentials of normal de Wahnetta Ad<Iy 9-9121
velopment of the human body.
Phyllis Ho d'g e 2-9218
The vitamin is known as "folic
acid," and the scientists believe
that when it is purified it will
prove valuable in medicine. It is
known to play a fundamental
Phone
part in the life processes of
plants, animals and human be
ings.
The name "folic," derived!
from the Latin "folium," mean-1
ing "green leaf," was chosen
after the acid was developed
from four tons of spinach. It is
said to rank in importance with
INE
pantothenic acid, so-called "acid
of life."

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

Registration
Begins
Tomorrow

Down L % * 1
<jow.r> w if h «ve<ry4imlcr

Pacific, 1999?

Princeton university in the last
academic year gave $170,895 in
scholarship grants, the largest
sum in the university's history.

Page 5

2-4893
2-5143

Everything to be found
First-class Pharmacy

in

SAVE TIME BY COMING HERE FIRST!

POTTERY

2119 PACIFIC AVE.

AND

GIFT SHOPPE

PH. 2-2112
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Marine Officer
to Be On Campus

MORE SOLDIERS

Interview and Physical
Exams for Candidates
Second Lieutenant Geary R. Bundschu of the United
States Marine Corps will be at the infirmary Tuesday
morning, February 17, from 9:30 to 12. His purpose
will be to interview and to give preliminary physical
examinations to college junior and senior men who may
be interested in obtaining a com-*
mission in the Marine Corps Re
serve.
ELEVEN TO BE CHOSEN
Eleven men will be accepted
and enlisted from Pacific. They
must be pursuing a course of
study leading to a Bachelor of
Arts, Science, or Engineering de
gree. Students will be ordered to
training in Virginia with the
FRANCIS FINNEY and HAL
Candidates' Class for Commission
Many Are Used for
GRAHALMAN are two additional
in monthly groups beginning
prominent ex-students to serve
Memorials
after graduation.
Uncle Sam. See In the Service
Lieutenant Bundschu will be
column for names of others.
here again in March to affect en
Of no small interest is the his
listments.
Men enlisted as Juniors will re tory of the windows used in the
main on inactive status and con new Morris Chapel. They were
tinue in college until they com manufactured in 1930 and in Co-eds Droop
Summer Work in
plete their college courses and stalled in the great Temple
Now;
Abandon
Methodist
Church
in
San
Fran
received their degrees unless "the
Forest Service
exigencies of the service may ne cisco.
In 1937, the church building Swagger
Opportunites are open for stu
cessitate their being called to
The posture of the present-day dents to find employment during
active duty before graduation. In was abandoned and the windows
that event, at least six months' were put in storage until 1939 co-ed is the "collegiate droop," as the summer in the Forest Serv
when sections of them were used contrasted with the "stylish swag ice. Students will be employed
notice will be given."
in the Temple of Religion at the ger" affected by her campus sis in blister rust control work.
TRAINING PERIOD
ter of ten years ago, Evelyn An
Those interested in summer
The training will consist of a San Francisco Exposition.
The Rose Window is 52 feet in derson of Stanford university and employment should declare their
course of instruction of approxi
mately three months as enlisted circumference and is valued at Mrs. Velda C. Row of San Fran availability early, so that ar
men. At completion they will be $5,000. It was a gift of Rollo V. cisco State college reported to rangements can be made for
commissioned as second lieuten Watt, former president of the the American Physiotherapy as their assignment to specific
camps. Full information can be
ants and sent for training to a Board of Trustees of Pacific, to sociation.
The "stylish swagger" they obtained from James H. Corson,
Reserve Officers Course of a the Temple Church.
The Lancette window, rich in described as giving the effect dean of men.
similar period. Upon completion
traditional
Christian symbols, is that the user thereof has a bus
of the latter course, the officers
will be assigned to general duties worth $$10,006. Dr. G. B. Hamil tle, with chin up, chest out, and
ton ddnated one section, the cen hips trailing far behind.
with troops.
Seaman Group
On the other hand, they said,
Pay while on active duty as ter panel, to the San Francisco
the
"collegiate
droop"
demands
a
private first class will be $36 church. One side panel was
Deferred
per month, plus transportation to given by Dr. Otto G. Freyermuth weary slump forward of the
Students between the ages of
the draining center, food, cloth and the third was not designated. shoulders, back curved and hips
Hie entire Lancette window well forward. It is particularly 17-20 may be enlisted in class
ing, and medical and dental care
while in training. After being and the rose window were given advantageous for tall girls, who V-l of the Naval Reserve, with
commissioned a second lieutenant to Pacific by the Temple Church. thereby give the impression of deferment until the present se
mester ends. This classification
he receives $125 per month and The windows are genuine stained being shorter.
Examinations of 200 freshmen leads to service as seamen.
subsistance and quarters allow glass, not tinted, which will im
Eligible students may see Dean
ances totaling $58 a month while prove with age, no deterioration women each year gave the re
searchers their information.
James Corson or the local Naval
taking place.
on active duty.
Thirty-eight per cent in recent recruiting office for additional
The 21 small windows along the
sides of the building are all tests had switched to the "collegi information
designated as memorials by ate droop," and seemed thereby
Corporal Abbott
friends and former students of continually hurrying home to get
A new process of reclaiming
Fred Abbott, one-time secretary the college. Along side of the out of the rain.
hundreds of tons of vital defense
of Archania, has been appointed knave are the large windows, at
A bare 17 per cent clung to the metals now wasted as scrap has
to the office of Cadet Corporal present of five-toned art glass. "stylish swagger," and an en been reported by Dr. John Wulff
at the Ryan School of Aeronau
couraging 41 per cent had good of Massachusetts Institute of
tics at San Diego. This position
posture.
Technology.
is awarded to cadets with good DIRECTS
ability to carry out instructions
and good personality and leader
ship.

Stained Glass
Windows
Adorn Chapel

IN
SERVIQ

Bob "Ajax"
Pacific's gridiron greats'•°5t I
ing Uncle Sam fly
^
Likewise, Martin Pw011^
Vernon Schmidt, two ^ <
gridders, are about to ^<
their commissions.
^
Frank "Doc" PurcelL
broad-jumper and old grad^J?
Wilson have joined the Aire
and are now in the stages 1
mary training.
Others who nave joijlf,
air force, but who are '
in the capacity of ground T';
include Bill Hanson, r0ij ,'s
ard, Dick Stebbins, Ken n
and grads Tony Ficovich^
Dave Brownell.
Those who either enlist
were drafted into the re-1
Army are the Livie twins 1*
and Bill, Sherwood Norton^
played basketball for Coach w
cis last year, Stan Miller, r
Campbell and Francis "fu
Finney, one-time manager oh
yearbook.
Two more who were very
known on the Pacific Caisp.4
Max Gobel, who gave brillj
performances in the Little Th
tre and Jack Frishholz oife
ball fame—are in the commaj
tions division of the Army.
Another important section
the Army—the morale keeper
is the Army band. Among th
who are swinging it for l>,
Sam are Norman Lamb, ArtH
den and Stan Rutherford
Harold Grahlman, formers
of the Jaysee football team,
now a private in the Quartern
ter Corps at McClellan Held
Sacramento. He joined the air
about a month ago.
Jack Friend, formerly pro
nent in the Studio Theatre,
now a cadet at Higley Fir
Chandler, Ariz.

This column, a regular I
ture of the WEEKLY, will Y
new stories of the host of
students now serving d
country. The editors wffli
predate receipt of informallot
this type.

HER VALENTINE GOT
—at—

GOWELL

2045 PACIFIC AVE.

ON PACIFIC AVENUE-"

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SBO'
For Satisfying Haired

Nine hundred industrial work
ers completed initial training in
27 separate defense courses at
Notre Dame university January
3L.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

UNITED

NOW
LORETTA YOUNG
—in—

"THE MEN IN
HER LIFE"
with
CONRAD VEIDT
DEAN .JAGGER
Also

"The Stork Pays Off"
SLAPSI MAXIE
ROSENBLOOM
VICTOR JORY
SOCHELLE HUDSON

E. S. BET35 Is directing the
speech tourney now on campus.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Unon Oil Products
SUNDAY
A Thousand Thrills
With
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

"THE GGRSICAN
BROTHERS"

Plus
Latest News and Features

Pacific and Cast'®
Phone 2-901"
"STOP-WEAR"

LUBRICATION
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Locals Sweep
Hoop Se r I e s
college ofPaci,ic Marches
Easy Victory at Dam
Saturday night's 40 to 26
(yt pacific victory at Da
f0llf?er the Cal Aggies made it
,iS "straight over the latter out° S the Tigers It also mark(K tor rtfgers' second straight
iJeTence victory against no det
x**

*»&•

t,gst basket

, they did in the first conthe Tigers went out in front
,e5':
the opening jump and held
nod lead throughout the enL wntest. The Tigers scoring
_rs were fairly well divided,
% each starter hitting the hoop
^ than_ once.^

more shots
The Aggies
A«I Pacific but failed to conit as often as Pacific. The Agin tViO
f Harris 4-..v<raorl
turned in
the Vv^ct
best
of
the
evening,
performance

y

Scoring 9 POints-

)(0NAGAN OKAY

gob Monagan started the Tig^ on their scoring ways by
(coring 8 points in the first four
minutes of the contest. Camicia
replaced Monagan early in the
(irst period and accounted for 7
points.

Rogers and Nikkei both made
8 apiece and tied with Monagan
for high point honors.

SCORERS
Others used were Slaughter, 5;
Henning, 2; Johns, 2 and Jen
sen, 0. Slaughter played his usu
al great defensive game.

Santa Clara Hoop Series
Ping-Pong Is
Near Finish

TIGERS, BRONCOS
SQUARE-OFF > HERE

With Archania still leading
ping pong competition by a long
By JACK TOOMAY
First Game Is at Santa Clara;
778 percent over Omega Phi, the
Tigers Are Set for Finale Here
neaaest rival, there are only six
Ten years from now the peo
more days remaining in the cel
ple that mean so much in your
luloid series. Here are the re
The Greatest Tigers launch their next to last week life at this moment will be a
sults to date: Archania 778 per of basketball tonight as they court the Santa Clara haze in your memory—nothing
cent; Omega Phi, 666 percent; Broncos in the first of a two-game series to be played more. Probably you will have
Manor, 333 percent; Rhizomia, home-and-home.
forgotten their names—at least
333 per cent and Dorm 167 per
The Broncos have been noted for a number of years there will be no connection with
cent.
•for their tremendous ability to the name and the remembered
West Town and East Town
assemble a fine hoop sqnad sea personage. But aren't there just
were dropped from the round
son after season. Last year, with guys—who will stick in your
robin because of failure to re
Bruce Hale, Jim Riekert, Fee- a couple of people—extraordinary
port for play in the first three
rick, Passaglia, and company, mind. Take, for a second, people
rounds. Matches which will un
they were ranked as one of the like the following. Will you re
doubtedly decide the champion
finest teams in the nation, were member them by the inane phra
ship wll be played between those
given a fine chance to capture ses that follow their names?
two teams Tuesday, February 17.
the national title.
Ping pong schedule closes with
Joe Law—
BEAT STANFORD
the following matches: Monday,
Cour de Leon.
This year they are one of the
February 16—Dorm vs. Manor;
two teams to beat Stanford. They
Tuesday, February 17—Omega
held Stanford to its lowest score Clare Slaughter—
The best backboard man Coach
Phi vs. Archania; Wednesday,
of the year, namely: twenty-one
Francis or anybody else evex
February 18—Dorm vs. Rhizo
points.
mia and Thursday, February 19
The Bronco team-core is their saw.
—Omega Phi vs. Manor.
slight, classy forward, Stan Pat
Stonewall Jackson—
rick who can score anywhere
BADMINTON
I wake up screaming!
from ten to thirty points in the
Beginning directly after ping
course of one evening. Patrick Doc Breeden—
ping, badminton will be the
is sensational — would rather
the
Standing
forlornly in
center of mural play, each team
shoot from thirty feet than ten, House that Joe Built, listening
being represented by a doubles
off balance than on, guarded to the rhythm of the raindrops
and two singles combine.
In
than unguarded. San Francisco
on the floor.
tramural swimming and track
sports scribes describe his field
will also be contested early in
goals as hardyly human
Joe Johns—
March.
WEAKNESSES
Hello there!
Coach Jackson stated that
Patrick, however, has several
the different teams should be
weaknesses. In a pinch he has Chris Kjeldsen—
getting in shape for these more
been tknown to tie up—become
Last night I dreamed I blew
strenuous sports.
clumsy and thumby. No matter the mukkleheads to lumpies—
which way he fakes he breaks we blasted Menlo.
always to his right. He can be
held down by someone his own Bob Monagan
Love and socks and basket
size and speed with great ease.
Santa Clara will be highly- ball—mostly socks.
favored on their own court to
night and definitely favored on Larry Siemering—
Concentrated
Somnambulism
the College court next Tuesday
in the clothing of a basketball
night.
ele. .USHRDLUtaoinHRDLUUU referee.
The Tuesday night game will
begin at about 8:30 Tuesday eve The Showers—
Soap? Naah No soap—no soap
ning—will be, according to all

Choice Chocda+e'S a»d Atsor+ed Candies
Priced to Please

35c and up

ICE CREAM
0r

Yottr Valentine Party

available dope, the best game the
Tigers will turn out this season.
FULL STRENGTH
Coach Ralph Francis' Bengals
are at full strength, in top condi
tion, and keyed-up tight. The
scare that was thrown into Paci
fic fans early this week by the
rumored departing from the cam
pus of Clare Slaughter was al
leviated when Slaughter appeared
on the starting line-up against
San Jose Wednesday night.
Slaughter has been and is the
best Tiger floor man in history
—the hardest working—the most
consistent. Ralph Francis calls
him the best backboard player he
has ever seen or heard of.
STARTERS
Francis intends to start Johns
and Rogers at guards, Nikkei
and Monagan at forwards, and
Slaughter at center both eve
nings against the Broneos.

Grid Squad Held
in Hawaii is
Praised by Knox

* Cherry

®

Tiger
Tracks

hi-te House

* All of the us«al p o p u l a r
flavors

Dial 7-7085

Members of the Willamette
University football squad who
were caught in Honolulu at the
time of the Japanese attack were
greeted on their arrival home by
a personal letter from Frank
Knox, secretary of the navy.
The letter expressed the ap
preciation of the Navy for the
willingness with which the play
ers offered their assistance in
caring for the wounded and for
their services as special police
immediately after the attack.
They were also commended on
their cheerfulness which boosted
the morale of all passengers on
th returning ship. The squad
was in Honolulu for a game with
the University of Hawaii.

y^g Infirmary
"
Bomb of hurt minds.

Fish Heaven—
Closer to it than any other
college student had been for a
long time was Alfred Taioli last
Sunday afternoon. Indeed he
was in sight of the haven of per
petual suspendency among the
dimensions of warm and perfum
ed and crystal-clear oblivion.
Fish heaven was within his
grasp.
But in that secluded paradise
there was only room enough for
one. That one was not fated to
be young Alfred. It was a San
Francisco gentleman by the
name of Emmet Cashin.
You see it was this Cashin who
beat Taioli in the National Ju
nior 440 swim championships
last Sunday afternoon. The time
was nothing marvelous, 5:00.3.
Taioli was a touch behind in sec
ond place in 5:00.6. Taioli was
a touch out of this Fish Heaven
place that is the fair dream of
every swimmer.
But you see, Alfred is a sage
gentleman and you can see him
if you want to every day—
working up and down the col
lege pool—laying up treasure
for himself in Heaven.
For one of these afternoons
he will find himself eating li
quid Manna and seated on a
lilypad.

The Latest Substance About
the Vision of Sir Jackson
Concerning Nothingness,
His Trackteam—
Jack Hanner, the great middledistance
runner,
undisputed
champion in the mile and halfmile in the Far Western . Con(Continued on page 8, Column £/
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Jaysee Plays
Out of Town Tiffs
Tigerlings Are Rated Favorites
In Both Conference Games
Third-place Stockton Junior College plays a pair of
games "away from home this week-end, clashing with
Menlo Friday night in Menlo Park and Placer Saturday
night at Auburn.
Both teams stand well below the Cubs in the North-

Cubs Whack
Modesto
Kjeldsen's Boys Win
for First Time
The Tiger Cubs have beaten
Modesto Junior College for the
first time in history. They per
formed this delicate, yet intense
operation, last Friday night in
Modesto—eked out a field goal
in the last ten seconds to walk
out with the ball game 44-45.
LION-HEART LAW
The main element that ultimated victory was the playing of
Joe Law, reincarnated from* the
Naval Intelligence Service Law
accounted for the winning fieW
goal—seven other field goalstwo foul throws. His total: 18.
Lumpy Netzer scored 16 points
for the Cubs to tie for second
place honors with Modesto's for
ward Hughes who also tallied 16.
NIP-AND-TUCK
The game was nip-and-tuck all
"the way, but Modesto capitalized
on an early lead never allowed
the Cubs to slip ahead until the
final goal was scored.
In fact the Pirates, hanging
nervously to a one-point mar
gin, were stalling the ball, had
held it solidly for two minutes
and had only twenty seconds
to go when Joe Law daintily
slapped the ball loose, whacked
it nonchalantly down court,
pounced on it, waltzed through
a dribble, shot underhand from
just inside the foul line, gent
ly unburdened himself from
two frantic Modesto men, and
came up with the ball game.
THIRD PLACERS
The win elevated the Cubs
from seventh to fifth in the con
ference where they remained for
twenty-four hours, after which
time they emerged in third place
by reason of their victory over
San Francisco Jaysee.

-•ern California Junior College
by
general
concensus
and
league-standing the best of the
two teams. But Chris Kjeld'
sen expects to have more trou
ble with Placer.
Last year at Auburn Kjeldsen expected an' easy game
with the Hillmen who were at
Tiger Height, Shooting
the. time floundering at the
Too Much for Farm
base of the conference. But
the Placer Junior College took
an early lead and extended it
The title-bound College of Pa steadily and mercilessly. The
cific Tigers got over the first Cubs have
never defeated
hurdle of their drive last Thurs Placer.
day night when they dumped WITHOUT DALLMAR
(he Cal Aggies of Davis, 46 to
Menlo on the other hand is
37, here in the Pacific Pavilion. fifth in the conference, has a
NARROW LEAD
consistent if not sensational
Scoring first, the Tigers led record and is pointed for the
all the way, but there were times Cubs, expecting to dump them in
when the gap was mighty nar a close, tight game on their home
row. The half-time score was 24 court.
to 16 in favor of Pacific. How
The Oaks can hardly be as
ever, an Aggie rally in the sec powerful as last year when
ond period brought the score up they boasted the services of
to 22 to 4 in favor of Pacific at Howy Dallmar, now with the
one time.
Stanford Varsity.
Dallmar,
It was at this point when
however, was very ineffective
Bob Monagan dropped three
in his games with the Cubs last
long field goals that broke the
year—dropping but eight points
Aggie hack and started the Tig
in one game and a mere three
ers roiting. They were never
foul throws in the other. The
stopped.
Cubs spilt the series.
LAW HERE
HIGH SCORE
Barring the possible loss of
High scorer of the evening
was Big Bob Nikkei. He potted Joe Law by this week-end, the
39 points, eight field goals and Cub squad will begin their jour
three free throws. Nik collected ney whole and sound. Never
13 of these in the first period, theless the loss of Law would be,
more than half of the 24 points quite obviously a major catastro
the Tigers left the floor with at phe. Law in the main is respon
half time.
sible for everything good the
Star of the Aggies was John Cubs do—also everything bad.
Hedegard, who chalked up 16
Speaking moderately, Law and
points for the visitors, five field Netzer together are three quar
goals and six free throws.
ters of the Cub team. In the last
STARTERS
two games these two combined
The Tigers squeaked through
Rogers, Slaughter,
Nikkei, to score 60 of the eighty-odd
Monagan and Johns started for points the total Cub offensive Wednesday night by three points,
37-40, to beat San Jose State on
Pacific against the Aggies. In managed to drop through.
their own court and sweep their
addition Coach Francis used STARTERS
Henning, Camieia, Toomay and
Kjeldsen intends to start the two-game series with the Spar
Jensen.
following line-up against both tans. It was the first time they
Placer and Menlo: guards, Cliff had done such a thing in four
Northwestern university's civi Smythe, Bob Bowe; forwards, years.
lian pilot training program al Ralph Netzer, Walt Goldman; SHORT END
ready has sent enough men into center, Joe Law.
At h a l f - t i m e , basket-happy
the armed services to man three
•Spartans walked off the court
complete combat sections.
with a nine point, 25-16 lead.
They had grabbed off a fourpoint margin right at the start
(Continued from page 7)
ference, has registered for the and steadily lengthened it until
spring semester and will run for half-time.
The lethargic Tigers, con
Stonewall during the cinder sea
fronted by the unfamiliar zone
son.
This latest development will defense, were forced to adopt en
undoubtedly afford Jackson one tirely separate offensive equip
extra hour's sleep every two ment. They found themselves
weeks—and at last the great dis uncertain—unable to hit the bas
integration is evolving from ket.
Nothingness into sort of an COMEBACK
SKI POLES —
The Bengals came back re
empty Somethingness.
SKI RACKS
By track season it is more vamped and loosened and they
TOBOGGANS
than likely that Jackson will at began to whiddle away at the
TOBOGGAN
least have excogitated some form lead. Before seven minutes had
CUSHIONS
passed it was down to six points.
of ersatz thinclad squad.
SKID CHAINS
With seven minutes still to go
the score was 32-31, Pacific had
Dartmouth Ski Boots
gone ahead in the game. A quick
Eskimo Calf. Heavy
side push-shot by Spartan Dutch
it Itched sole. Heavy
reinforcement with
Boysen gave San Jose the ad
steel shank. Hard
vantage for a moment. But Mona
box toe.
gan flicked a field-goal from 25
150
feet and Slaughter fed to Rogers
Pr.
for a wide lay-up to give the
Tigers the lead 33-36.
UNITED
OPEN mix 2 A. M.
Exhausted Tigers never
STATES
Every Pay Includinggave back the lead after that.
DEFENSE
Snndaye and Holidays
Coach Ralph Francis used the
same team all through the
second half—his determination
to save Slaughter for Santa
Clara evidently dissolved by
the bitter acid of a nine-point
lead.
CONSTITUENTS
Slaughter, Jones, Nikkei, Rog-

AGS DROP
HOOP TIFF

SPARTANS
BEATEN

Cubs Climb To
Third Place
Victory Over San Francisco Is
Enough to Elevate Jaysees

On the other hand
The Tiger Cubs climbed to*
third place in the nation's tough was the outstanding p]av 1,1
. 1..- court—is
ft
5....
posting ^It
est Junior College Conference the
last week—springing off their de season continues a1 str°ng clii
cisive victory over San Francis as the finest basketball
co Junior College on their own ever developed in the
College. He scored eight t
court, 45-34.
from the field, three from
THIRD PLACE
The Cubs are trailing Marin foul line, total: 19.
and Sacramento—the teams that OTHER SCORES
accounted for their three earlier • Lumpy Netzer scored ten t
defeats. San Mateo is fourth and the Cubs, Walt Goldman sir
Menlo fifth. Placer, Santa Rosa, Cliff Smythe, formerly oJ1
Salinas, Modesto, Yuba, San defensive stalwart, but not
full-blooming scoring threat
Francisco all trail.
The Rams were edged in the en.
The Rams, catered to forth,
first minutes of play and never
threatened afterwards, even in entire season by San France
the later stages of the game when papers, were established ,
Kjeldsen inserted several re favorites over the Cubs-#t,
a predicted margin of h,
serves.
points between the two team
DROPO POOR
High-point man for the Rams GOOD WIN
For that reason the viet
was their ace forward Mel Dropo,
who scored 13 points, but failed rested extraordinarily brigh*
to impress the audience with in the minds of Stockton Jmj
anything sensational either in College fans and Stockton Jum
College basketball players.
shooting or floor-work.
ers and Monagan accounted for
the victory.
Nikkei's anti-air
craft firing gave him high-point
honors — 16 digits. Monagan,
scoring only in the second half,
crashed through five set shots
and a foul throw.
Other Pacific scoring: Hen
ning, Captain for the series, 2;
Johns, 1; Slaughter, 1; Rog
ers, 9. Francis used Art Jen
sen and Johnny Camieia as
substitutions in the first half.

Girl Needed!

A girl is needed to work
the women's dressing room
the gym.
Anyone interes;
should contact Miss Ethel M
Hill.

Pacific, 1943?

In the early days of Ohio Wi
leyan, football players were:
permitted to go on out-oftoi
Hiram Montgomery Brock, Jr., trips without written permiss:
24, a student at the University of their parents.
of Kentucky, is also the young
est member of that state's legis
A survey indicates that 66
lature.
cent of co-eds wear anklets.

40-37
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Everybody wants ffe
thing for his m0n

That's ice-cold Coca-C°'
1
It has quality, the
of genuine goodness
taste, the taste »h®
charms and never tl°

BUY

SONDS
STAMPS

You trust its quality

...refreshment, corn^jA
refreshment. Thirst
nothing more.

•OTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

